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Abstract: Timely and reliable estimations of crop yield are essential for crop management and
successful food trade. In previous studies, remote sensing data or climate data are often used alone in
statistical yield estimation models. In this study, we synthetically used agrometeorological indicators
and remote sensing vegetation parameters to estimate maize yield in Jilin and Liaoning Provinces
of China. We applied two methods to select input variables, used the random forest method to
establish yield estimation models, and verified the accuracy of the models in three disaster years
(1997, 2000, and 2001). The results show that the R2 values of the eight yield estimation models
established in the two provinces were all above 0.7, Lin’s concordance correlation coefficients were
all above 0.84, and the mean absolute relative errors were all below 0.14. The mean absolute relative
error of the yield estimations in the three disaster years was 0.12 in Jilin Province and 0.13 in Liaoning
Province. A model built using variables selected by a two-stage importance evaluation method can
obtain a better accuracy with fewer variables. The final yield estimation model of Jilin province
adopts eight independent variables, and the final yield estimation model of Liaoning Province adopts
nine independent variables. Among the 11 adopted variables in two provinces, ATT (accumulated
temperature above 10 ◦C) variables accounted for the highest proportion (54.54%). In addition, the
GPP (gross primary production) anomaly in August, NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index)
anomaly in August, and standardized precipitation index with a two-month scale in July were
selected as important modeling variables by all methods in the two provinces. This study provides a
reference method for the selection of modeling variables, and the results are helpful for understanding
the impact of climate on potential yield.

Keywords: GPP; NDVI; SPEI; heat; yield estimation

1. Introduction

Agriculture is fundamental for the progression and stability of human society. Agri-
cultural production data is vital for addressing societal, economic, agricultural, and policy
concerns [1,2]. A reliable and timely estimate of crop yield prior to harvest is crucial for
crop management, food trade, food security, and policy making.

Crop yield prediction methods can be summarized into three categories: a sam-
pling survey method [3], a mechanism model [4–7], and a data modelling method [8–10].
The sampling survey method requires a certain number of samples, and yield surveying
is then performed within the selected sample locations; then, the crop yield of the whole
investigation area is estimated. It is time consuming and laborious, and it cannot obtain
the spatial continuous yield data in the survey area. The mechanism model includes a
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production efficiency model and a crop growth model. The production efficiency model
assumes that crop yields under nonstressed conditions correlate linearly with the amount
of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation. This method first estimates the amount
of crop aboveground dry matter using remotely sensed data and then converts it into
crop yield. The crop growth model simulates physical crop growth processes and finally
estimates the resulting yield. It is complex and requires a large amount of input data, such
as soil, farmland management, and climate parameters. The uncertainty of the mechanism
model is difficult to analyze [11]. The response of crops to extreme climate is not well re-
flected in the mechanism models [12–17]. The data modelling method includes a statistical
modelling and a machine learning method. The statistical model establishes a function
relation between yield predictors and the resulting yield. It is often based on a series of
assumptions, such as linear regression model assumptions. The machine learning method
constructs an analysis system through data learning, which does not rely on explicit con-
struction rules. It cannot give explicit expressions of the functional relationships between
yield predictors and the resulting yield.

From the perspective of data sources, the modelling method can be further divided
into remote sensing data-based, meteorological data-based, and other data-based yield esti-
mation models. The other data used in the modelling include soil characteristic parameters,
production inputs (such as chemical fertilizer, agricultural machinery, etc.), production
conditions (such as irrigation), etc. [18–21].

In yield estimation models based on remote sensing data, NDVI(Normalized Dif-
ference Vegetation Index) is the most commonly used remote sensing data, including
the original NDVI, average or cumulative NDVI over a growth period [22], average or
cumulative NDVI over the key growing stages [23,24], etc. In addition to NDVI, other
vegetation-based indexes (VIs), such as the leaf area index (LAI) [25], enhanced vegetation
index (EVI) [26], perpendicular vegetation index (PVI) [9], green area index (GAI) [27],
vegetation condition index (VCI) [28,29], fraction of photosynthetically active radiation
(FPAR) [30], and wide dynamic range vegetation index (WDRVI) [31,32], have also been
used as independent variables to build a regression model considering yield [33].

In meteorological data-based yield estimation models, input variables can be original
meteorological factors (such as precipitation, temperature, solar radiation, etc.) or agrome-
teorological indexes calculated by original meteorological factors (such as various drought
indexes) [34–36]. For example, Seffrin, et al. [34] used average air temperature, rainfall,
solar radiation, etc., as input variables to build spatial regression models for predicting
corn yield in Brazil from 2012 to 2014. Mathieu, et al. [35] compared the correlations of fifty-
eight agro-climatic indexes and corn yield anomalies in the United States and noted that
temperature and the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) obtained
in July are the two best yield predictors.

A large number of studies have reported the impact of adverse weather conditions on
crop yield. For example, Zhang [37] established a quadratic equation to explain maize yield
losses on the Songliao Plain of China. Ming, et al. [38] analyzed the regression relationship
between the detrended maize yield and the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration
index (SPEI) in the North China Plain (NCP) and found that the three-month SPEIs in
August, which reflect water conditions during June and July, had the best relationship with
the detrended maize yield. Xu, et al. [39] built a multivariate regression model between the
detrended winter wheat yield and the SPEI in Jiangsu Province, China. Wang, et al. [40]
established seven aggregate drought indexes to quantify the relationships between them
and the anomalies of the climatic yields (or standardized climatic yields) of wheat by using
two statistical regression models applied in the NCP. Chen, et al. [41] set up a logistic
function that related a drought hazard index to the yield loss rate for maize in China. A
previous study noted that agrometeorological indexes can help improve yield prediction
accuracy in the presence of adverse weather conditions [42].

In this paper, remote sensing data and meteorological data are used together to
develop a yield estimation model utilizing the random forest (RF) method with two
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different variable selection methods, and experiments are conducted in Liaoning and Jilin
provinces in Northeast China. Our main objectives include (1) to verify the accuracy of
yield estimations models built in this study; (2) to compare the differences of the two
variable selection methods; (3) to compare the importance of different variables on yield
estimation; and (4) to compare the differences in modeling between the two provinces.

2. Study Area and Data
2.1. Study Area

The study area includes Jilin Province and Liaoning Province in Northeast China (Figure 1).
It is located in a high latitude area of China (38.5◦ N–46.5◦ N and 118.5◦ E–131.5◦ E) and belongs
to the temperate continental monsoon climate. It has low temperature and dry conditions
in winter, and warm and humid conditions in summer, thus exhibiting obvious seasonal
characteristics. The terrain of this area is low in the northwest and high in the southeast, which
includes three farming areas: the coastal area of Eastern Liaoning, the Changbai Mountain Area,
and the southern Songliao Plain area. The main planting system in the study is one crop per year,
and the maize planting area accounts for 40% of the total grain planting area. It is one of main
maize producing areas in China. The agricultural cultivation in Jilin Province and Liaoning
Province is mainly dependent on rainfall [43]. The temperature rise in this area is significant,
and the degree of drought has increased over the last 30 years [44,45]. The frequency of extreme
climate events is higher than that in other regions of China [46,47]. These climatic factors are
important factors driving crop yield fluctuations in the region. Therefore, the establishment of a
yield estimation model driven by climate factors would be useful for predicting the impact of
climate change factors on agricultural production in the region.
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2.2. Data

The data used in this study mainly include meteorological reanalysis data, remote sensing
data, and statistical data (Table 1). The meteorological reanalysis data were taken from the ERA5
dataset of the European Center for Medium-Term Weather Forecast (ECMWF 2017). The total
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precipitation of ERA5 monthly averaged data and the 2 m temperature of ERA5 hourly data
were used in this study. The spatial resolution of the data is 0.25◦, and the time series covers
the period from 1979 to 2018 [48]. The GPP (gross primary production) data were obtained
from the National Science and Technology Basic Conditions Platform-National Earth System
Science Data Sharing Service Platform [49], which provides GPP data with a resolution of 0.05◦

from 1982 to 2018 with a temporal resolution of 8 d. This data set was estimated by the EC-LUE
model [50], and the verification results of the data set showed that its simulation capability
exceeded that of the MODIS-GPP product. The NDVI data, which has a spatial resolution
of 0.05◦ from 1981 to 2018 on a time scale of 1 d, were obtained from the long time series
AVH13C1 dataset of the LTDR project [51]. The Chinese land use and land cover data at a 1
km resolution were provided by the Resource and Environmental Science Data Center of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences (http://www.resdc.cn, accessed on 16 May 2021). This dataset
was used to extract the range of cultivated land. The statistical data mainly included the time
series maize yield at the municipal level (1996–2018 in Jilin Province and 1997–2018 in Liaoning
Province) and agricultural disaster statistics from 1990 to 2016 provided by the China Bureau of
Statistics, as well as crop phenological calendar from the planting management department of
the Ministry of Agriculture.

Table 1. Data sources and characteristics.

Data Data Source Spatial Resolution Temporal Resolution

Meteorological
reanalysis data

Total
precipitation

ERA5 dataset of the
European Center for

Medium-Term Weather
Forecast

(ECMWF 2017)

0.25◦ Monthly

2 m
temperature ECMWF 2017 0.25◦ Hourly

Remote sensing data

Gross primary
production

National Science and
Technology Basic

Conditions
Platform-National Earth

System Science Data
Sharing Service Platform

0.05◦ 8 d

NDVI AVH13C1 dataset of the
LTDR project 0.05◦ 1 d

Land use and land cover
data

Resource and
Environmental Science

Data Center of the
Chinese Academy of

Sciences

1 km -

Statistical data
Maize yield China Bureau of Statistics Municipality Yearly

Agricultural disaster
statistics China Bureau of Statistics Province Yearly

3. Methodology
3.1. Input Variable Calculation
3.1.1. Calculation of Technical Yield

Grain yield is affected by many factors, including natural factors and nonnatural fac-
tors. Climate is the most important natural factor, as it is constantly fluctuating. Nonnatural
factors such as cultivation techniques and field management strategies have improved over
time. Therefore, the annual crop yield per unit area (Y), which is defined as the average
amount of agricultural products harvested per unit of land area, can be divided into two
parts: climatic yield (Yw) and trend yield (Yt) (Equation (1)). Climatic yield is determined

http://www.resdc.cn
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by short-term climate variations, while the trend yield, which is also referred to as the
technical yield, is influenced by long-term factors.

Y = Yt + Yw (1)

There are many methods used to calculate the technical yield [52]. The most com-
monly used methods include the moving average method, HP filtering method [53], and
exponential smoothing method [54]. We used these three methods to separate the technical
yield from the historical actual yield and then used the historical actual yield minus the
technical yield to calculate the climate yield. We calculated the correlation between the
climate yield derived from the three methods and the area of cultivated land suffered by
disaster. The climate yield with the highest correlation and the corresponding technical
yield were selected as the final calculation results. The correlation here was calculated
using the gray correlation analysis. Gray correlation analysis judges the correlation degree
between variables according to the degree of geometric similarity of the time series curve,
focuses on the consistency of the change trends among variables and is not limited by the
size and distribution of samples [55]. Through the above method, based on municipal-level
corn yield data of Jilin Province from 1996 to 2018 and Liaoning Province from 1997 to 2018,
the technical yield and climate yield of the corresponding period were obtained.

3.1.2. Calculation of Agrometeorological Index

As a crop with high water requirements, maize is sensitive to water deficiency, and the
effects of drought during different growth stages on maize production differ [56]. Eighty-
five percent of the corn planting areas in the study area are rain fed [43,57–59], and drought
occurs frequently during the maize growth period [60–62]. The standardized precipitation
index (SPI) [63] is a commonly used drought monitoring index and has the advantage of
multitemporal characteristics. The growth period of maize in the study area lasts from
April to September. To reflect the effects of drought on maize growth at different times,
SPI indexes with a two-month scale in May (SPI2-5), July (SPI2-7) and September (SPI2-9)
were selected to represent drought conditions during the early, middle, and late growth
stages of maize, respectively. For each study year, we first calculated the SPI2-5, SPI2-7, and
SPI2-9 values iteratively for each grid; then, for each SPI index, we calculated its average
value within the cultivated land area of each municipal administrative region and used it
as a candidate independent variable to participate in the construction of the subsequent
production estimation model.

Temperature is also an important climatic factor affecting maize production. The
suitable growth temperature of maize ranges from 10 to 30 ◦C [64]. During the growth
period, with increasing temperature, the yield of maize will increase; however, when the
temperature exceeds a certain threshold, temperature will have an obvious negative effect
on maize production [65–68]. Therefore, we calculated the extreme degree-day (EDD) and
accumulated temperature above 10 ◦C (AAT) to reflect the impact of temperature on maize
production. EDD was calculated as follows:

EDD =
N

∑
h=1

DDh/24 (2)

DDh =

{
0

Th − Topt

i f
i f

Th < Topt
Th ≥ Topt

(3)

In Equations (2) and (3), N is the number of hours within a certain period of time,
Th is the actual temperature at h-th hour, and Topt is the high temperature threshold.
We chose 30 ◦C as the threshold.

For each study year, we first calculated the EDD and AAT for each grid throughout the
whole growing season (from April to September) and each for month in the whole growing
season. The EDD from April to September was recorded as EDD4, EDD5, EDD6, EDD7,
EDD8, and EDD9, and the EDD of the whole growing season was recorded as EDD4-9.
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Similarly, the AAT from April to September was recorded as AAT4, AAT5, AAT6, AAT7,
AAT8, and AAT9, and the AAT of the whole growing season was recorded as AAT4-9.
Then, for each EDD (AAT) index, we calculated its average value in the cultivated land area
of each municipal administrative region and used it as a candidate independent variable to
participate in the construction of the subsequent yield estimation model.

3.1.3. Calculation of NDVI and GPP Anomalies

In this study, the AVH13C1 daily scale NDVI from 1990 to 2018 was merged into a
monthly NDVI dataset by using the maximum composite method (MVC), and then the
residual noise in the time series was removed by S-G filtering to obtain high-quality NDVI
data [69]. After that, NDVI anomalies were obtained according to the method proposed by
Papagiannopoulou et al. [70].

First, the overall trend of NDVI values in each pixel over the study years was removed,
meaning that the time series was taken as the independent variable t, and the NDVI value
of the corresponding pixel in the time series was taken as the dependent variable yk for
linear fitting (Equation (4)). The difference between the NDVI value y and the NDVI fitted
value yk was the detrended NDVI value ydk (Equation (5)).

yk = β + αt (4)

ydk = y− yk (5)

Second, the seasonal component of the NDVI values after detrending was calculated.
Assuming that the data were evenly distributed in the time series, the monthly mean value
of NDVI in each pixel was taken as the NDVI value in the seasonal period (ycir).

Third, the NDVI anomaly yab was calculated by taking the detrended NDVI value ydk
minus the NDVI value in the seasonal period (ycir).

yab = ydk − ycir (6)

For the monthly NDVI data collected from 1981 to 2018, the corresponding monthly
NDVI anomaly (NDVIa) was calculated for each grid using the method mentioned above.
Then, for each study year, we calculated the average NDVIa value in the cultivated land
area of each municipal administrative region for the whole growing season (from April
to September) and for each month in the whole growing season. The average NDVIa
from April to September was recorded as NDVIa4, NDVIa5, NDVIa6, NDVIa7, NDVIa8,
and NDVIa9, and the average NDVIa of the whole growing season was recorded as
NDVIa4-9. Using the same method, we calculated the monthly GPP anomaly (GPPa) for
each grid and then further calculated the average value of GPPa in the cultivated land
area of each municipal administrative region for the whole growing season (from April
to September) and for each month during the whole growing season. The average GPPa
from April to September was recorded as GPPa4, GPPa5, GPPa6, GPPa7, GPPa8, and
GPPa9, and the average GPPa of the whole growing season was recorded as GPPa4-9.

3.2. Model Building Process

Taking the municipal level corn yield data of Jilin Province from 1996 to 2018 and Liaoning
Province from 1997 to 2018 as a dependent variable, the technical yield Yt of the corresponding
years in each municipal administrative region as a fixed independent variable, and GPPa
variables, NDVIa variables, SPI variables, EDD variables, and AAT variables as candidate
independent variables, two methods were used to select the independent variables of the input
model from the candidate independent variables, and then the yield estimation models were
established by the RF with the fixed independent variable and selected candidate independent
variables as input. The accuracy of the yield estimation model established by the two variable
selection methods was compared, and the differences in the selected variables were analyzed.
It should be emphasized here that the fixed variable (Yt) acted as an input variable in each
modeling process. GPPa variables included GPPa4, GPPa5, GPPa6, GPPa7, GPPa8, GPPa9, and
GPPa4-9. NDVIa variables included NDVIa4, NDVIa5, NDVIa6, NDVIa7, NDVIa8, NDVIa9,
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and NDVIa4-9. SPI variables included SPI2-5, SPI2-7, and SPI2-9. EDD variables included
EDD4, EDD5, EDD6, EDD7, EDD8, EDD9, and EDD4-9. AAT variables included AAT4, AAT5,
AAT6, AAT7, AAT8, AAT9, and AAT4-9. Therefore, there were 31 candidate independent
variables in total. The random forest regression under scikit learn in Python is used to train the
model. In the process of RF construction, the number of regression trees ‘n_estimators’ and the
number of randomly selected features per decision tree ‘max_feature’ are important parameters
affecting the prediction ability of the RF model, and max_feature should be less than the number
of variables in the model (n_features). The optimal parameters of the RF model were selected
using the grid search method in which max_feature ranged from 1 to n_features with a step
size of 2, and n_estimators ranged from 80 to 200 with a step size of 10. By comparing the
out-of-bag data errors of the models with different combinations of parameters, the max_feature
and n_estimators values corresponding to the minimum out-of-bag data errors were defined as
the optimal parameters. Eighty percent of the complete dataset was randomly selected to train
each model, and the remaining data were used to validate the model. The specific processes of
the two variable selection methods are shown in Figure 2.

In the first method, the importance of the candidate independent variables was
evaluated by the random forest method. We first divided the candidate variables into
two groups: the GPP group and the NDVI group. The GPP group included GPPa vari-
ables, EDD variables, ATT variables, and SPI variables; the NDVI group included NDVIa
variables, EDD variables, ATT variables, and SPI variables. Each group had 24 variables.
According to the importance of variables ranked by the random forest method, the variables
were iteratively added to establish the best yield estimation model. The most important
variable was added first, and then the next important variable was added until all variables
were added to the model. In this way, for each group of variables, we established 24 yield
estimation models, verified the accuracy of each production estimation model, and selected
the model with the highest accuracy as the final yield estimation model corresponding to
this group of variables. To facilitate the subsequent analysis, we defined the final yield
estimation model for the GPP group as Yield Model 1 and the final yield estimation model
for the NDVI group as Yield Model 2.

In the second method, modeling variables were selected by a two-stage importance
evaluation method. We first divided the candidate variables into four groups: a temper-
ature group (including EDD variables and ATT variables), an SPI group (including SPI
variables), a GPPa group (including GPPa variables), and a NDVIa group (including NDVIa
variables). For each group, we evaluated the importance of the candidate variables using
the random forest method and selected the variables constituting the top 50% importance
from each group to form new variable groups. Then, the new temperature group (including
EDD variables and ATT variables), SPI group, GPPa group, and NDVIa group were com-
bined in pairs to form 5 groups: temperature group variables + SPI variables; temperature
group variables + GPPa variables; temperature group variables + NDVIa variables; SPI
variables + GPPa variables; and SPI variables + NDVIa variables. For each group, we
reevaluated the importance of the candidate variables by the random forest method and
selected the variables constituting the top 50% importance from each group to obtain the
final candidate independent variables. Then, we divided the final candidate independent
variables into two groups: the GPP group and the NDVI group. The GPP group included
temperature group variables, SPI variables, and GPPa variables selected for the second
time; the NDVI group included temperature group variables, SPI variables, and NDVIa
variables selected for the second time. Finally, we built two yield estimation models (re-
ferred to as Yield Models 3 and 4) based on the two group variables using the random
forest method.
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3.3. Model Validation

The performances of the yield estimation models were evaluated by using three
validation measurements: the mean absolute relative deviation (MARE), coefficient of
determination ( R2) and the Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient (CCC):

MARE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

|ri − Ri|
ri

(7)

R2 =


√

∑n
i=1(ri − r)

(
Ri − R

)√
∑n

i=1 (ri − r)2
√

∑n
i=1 (Ri − R)2


2

(8)

CCC =
2SRr(

R− r
)2

+ Vr + VR

(9)

where ri and Ri refer to the reported and estimated maize yield in year i; r and R are
the mean values of the reported and estimated values of maize yield; Vr and VR are the
variance of the reported and estimated values of maize yield; n is the number of sam-
ples, SRr is the covariance between the reported and estimated values of maize yield.
MARE reflects the credibility of an estimation. The CCC measures the agreement be-
tween two variables. The model results become increasingly more accurate as R2 and
CCC approach 1 and MARE approaches 0.

4. Results
4.1. Trend Yield

The correlation between climate yield and agricultural disaster data obtained by
the moving average method, HP filtering method and exponential smoothing method
was analyzed by using the gray correlation degree. The results are shown in Figure 3.
As shown in the figure, compared with the other methods, the climate yield obtained by
the moving average method in most municipalities of Jilin Province and Liaoning Province
shows a better degree of correlation with the agricultural disaster area, with the average
value of the correlation degree reaching 0.9181 and 0.9038, respectively. Among them,
the gray correlation degree of six municipalities in Jilin Province exceeded 0.9500, that of
four municipalities in Liaoning Province exceeded 0.9400 and that of another seven cities
exceeded 0.9000. Therefore, the trend yield obtained by the moving average method was
used in subsequent analysis and modeling.
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4.2. Yield Estimations Models Built in Jilin and Liaoning Provinces
4.2.1. Models Built Using Variables Selected by Random Forest

Based on the first method described in Section 3.2, for each variable group and
each province, 24 yield estimation models were established and validated (Figure 4).
In Jilin Province, the accuracy of the model established by the GPP variable group fluctuated
continuously. The increase in independent variables does not significantly improve the
overall accuracy of the yield estimation models in Jilin Province. For the GPP variable
group, the MARE values of the 24 models ranged from 0.0993 to 0.1104, the R2 values
ranged from 0.7410 to 0.7703, and the CCC values ranged 0.8730 to 0.9093, respectively
(Figure 4a). For the NDVI variable group, the MARE values of the 24 models ranged
from 0.0925 to 0.1086, the R2 values ranged from 0.7410 to 0.7703, and the CCC values
ranged from 0.8730 to 0.9093, respectively (Figure 4b). Overall, taking all three validation
measurements (MARE, R2, and CCC) into account, when the number of independent
variables was 24, the accuracy of the model reached the highest for each variable group in
Jilin Province.
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(b) NDVI group in Jilin Province, (c) GPP group in Liaoning Province, and (d) NDVI group in Liaoning Province).

In Liaoning Province, the accuracy of the yield estimation models increases with increases
in the number of independent variables. For the GPP variable group, the MARE values of the
24 models ranged from 0.1326 to 0.1679, the R2 values ranged from 0.5766 to 0.7148, and the
CCC values ranged from 0.7176 to 0.8592, respectively (Figure 4c). For the NDVI variable group,
the MARE values of the 24 models ranged from 0.1242 to 0.1480, the R2 values ranged from
0.6552 to 0.7466, and the CCC values ranged from 0.7641 to 0.8918, respectively (Figure 4d).
The accuracy of the GPP variable group reached its highest when the number of independent
variables was 16, and the accuracy of the NDVI variable group reached its highest when the
number of independent variables was 17.
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4.2.2. Model Built Using Variables Selected by a Two-Stage Importance Evaluation Method

Figures 5 and 6 show the modeling process according to the second method described
in Section 3.2 in Jilin and Liaoning provinces, respectively. In Jilin Province, the R2, CCC,
and MARE of the yield estimation model (Yield Model 3) built with the variables from
the GPP group were 0.8201, 0.9761, and 0.0943, respectively. The R2, CCC, and MARE
of the yield estimation model (Yield Model 4) built with variables from the NDVI group
were 0.8019, 0.9599, and 0.0961, respectively. The modeling accuracy using only the re-
mote sensing variables was lower than that using only the agrometeorological indexes.
The model built using only NDVIa variables had the lowest accuracy (R2 = 0.6622;
CCC = 0.8282; MARE = 0.1154). In Liaoning Province, the R2, CCC, and MARE of the yield
estimation model (Yield Model 3) built with variables from the GPP group were 0.7075,
0.8435, and 0.1247, respectively. The R2, CCC, and MARE of the yield estimation model
(Yield Model 4) built with variables from the NDVI group were 0.7353, 0.8783, and 0.1128,
respectively. The accuracy of models using EDD variables, AAT variables, SPI variables,
and GPPa (NDVIa) variables together was higher than that of using any one of them alone
(Table 2). The model built using only GPPa variables had the lowest accuracy (R2 = 0.5509;
CCC = 0.6969; MARE = 0.1710).Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13  of  27 
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Table 2. The input variables and accuracy of models 1 to 4 established by two methods in two provinces.

Province Model The Number of
Input Variables Input Variables R2 CCC MARE

Jilin

Yield Model 1 24

SPI2-7, AAT9, GPPa8, AAT8, EDD8,
GPPa7, AAT4-9, SPI2-5, AAT5, GPPa4-9,
GPPa6, EDD6, EDD4-9, GPPa5, AAT7,

SPI2-9, EDD7, AAT4, GPPa4, AAT6,
EDD5, GPPa9, EDD9, EDD4

0.7703 0.9093 0.0933

Yield Model 2 24

SPI2-7, AAT9, NDVIa4, NDVIa8, AAT8,
EDD8, AAT4-9, SPI2-5, NDVIa7, AAT5,
EDD6, EDD4-9, NDVIa5, AAT7, SPI2-9,

EDD7, AAT4, NDVIa6, AAT6, EDD5,
NDVIa4-9, NDVIa9, EDD9, EDD4

0.7680 0.9119 0.0925

Yield Model 3 8 SPI2-7, AAT9, GPP8, EDD8, AAT4-9,
GPPa5, AAT8, EDD7 0.8201 0.9761 0.0943

Yield Model 4 7 SPI2-7, AAT9, EDD8, AAT4-9, NDVIa8,
AAT8, EDD7 0.8019 0.9599 0.0961

Liaoning

Yield Model 1 16

GPPa7, SPI2-5, SPI2-7, GPP4-9, GPPa8,
AAT7, SPI2-9, GPPa9, EDD5, AAT6,
AAT4, GPPa6, EDD6, AAT5, EDD7,

AAT4-9

0.7148 0.8592 0.1326

Yield Model 2 17

NDVIa8, SPI2-5, SPI2-7, AAT7, SPI2-9,
NDVIa9, NDVIa5, EDD5, AAT6, AAT4,
EDD6, NDVIa6, AAT5, EDD7, NDVIa4,

NDVIa7, AAT4-9

0.7466 0.8918 0.1241

Yield Model 3 8 GPPa7, AAT6, SPI2-7, AAT7, GPPa4-9,
GPPa8, SPI2-9, AAT4 0.7075 0.8435 0.1247

Yield Model 4 7 NDVIa8, SPI2-7, AAT7, AAT4, SPI2-9,
NDVIa9, AAT6 0.7353 0.8783 0.1128

4.2.3. Determination and Verification of the Final Yield Estimation Model

Table 2 summarizes the input variables and accuracy levels of models 1 to 4 established
by the three methods in the two provinces. Based on the table, we finally chose Yield
Model 3 for Jilin Province and Yield Model 4 for Liaoning Province as their best yield
estimation models. According to agricultural disaster statistics from 1997 to 2016 in China,
Liaoning and Jilin suffered severe agricultural disasters in 1997, 2000, and 2001 (Figure 7).
For the disaster year of 1997 in Jilin Province, we rebuilt a yield estimation model with data
on the input variables of Yield Model 3 by removing data from 1997. We then estimated
the maize yield in 1997 using the newly built model and evaluated the accuracy of the
yield estimation for that disaster year. Using the same method, the model performance
was also evaluated in the other two disaster years in Jilin Province and the three disaster
years in Liaoning Province. The accuracy evaluation is shown in Figure 8. The MARE
values for all municipal administrative units in Jilin Province was 0.1379 in 1997, 0.1163
in 2000, and 0.0919 in 2001. The MARE value for all municipal administrative units in
Liaoning Province was 0.1508 in 1997, 0.1170 in 2000, and 0.1186 in 2001. The model
accuracy of Jilin Province is higher than that of Liaoning Province.
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4.3. Comparision of Two Variable Selection Methods

The modeling variables selected by the two variable selection methods were obviously
different. In Jilin Province, the number of input variables of models 1 to 4 were 24, 24, 8, and 7,
respectively. In Liaoning Province, the number of input variables of models 1 to 4 were 16, 17, 8,
and 7, respectively. The difference in the input variables were caused the accuracy differences
among the different yield estimation models built by the random forest method. In general,
the second method had the highest modeling accuracy and used the least input variables.
A possible reason is that the second method reduced the correlation between the selected
variables, thus reducing information redundancy. There was a strong correlation between
input variables (Figure 9). The first methods did not consider correlations between the input
variables. Therefore, the selected variables were redundant to some extent. For example, the
correlation coefficient between EDD7 and SPI2-7 is -0.5410, which is significant at the 0.01 level.
Both were selected by method 1 and used as the input variables of Model 1 and Model 2 in
Jilin Province (Table 2). In the second method, we used a two-stage variable selection method.
In the first stage, 31 candidate independent variables were divided into four groups (temperature
group, SPI group, GPPa group, and NDVIa group), and then the variables constituting the
top 50% importance from each group were selected. In addition, GPPa and NDVIa were often
highly correlated, and the selected GPPa and NDVIa variables were used in different models
(Yield Model 3 and 4). The above processing reduced the number of selected variables and the
correlations among them.
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4.4. Comparison of the Importance of Different Variables

Overall, the contribution of the agrometeorological indexes to improving the model-
ing accuracy in the two provinces was greater than that of the remote sensing parameters
(Figure 10). The contribution of the temperature indexes (AAT variables and EDD vari-
ables) to improving the modeling accuracy in the two provinces was greater than that of the
SPI variables (Figure 10). The contribution of the GPPa and NDVIa variables to the modeling
accuracy in the two provinces was inconsistent. In Jilin Province, the GPPa variables performed
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better than the NDVIa variables, but in Liaoning Province, the opposite was true (Figure 10). In
general, under the same method, the modeling accuracy difference between the GPP variable
group and the NDVI variable group was not large, the R2 difference was within 0.04, the CCC
difference was within 0.04, and the MARE difference was within 0.02 (Table 1). NDVI is a basic
remote sensing variable, which can be calculated only by using the reflectance of near infrared
and red bands. However, the GPP calculation process is complex and requires a large amount
of input data; the calculation itself introduces a certain amount of error [71]. Therefore, we
recommend the use of NDVI in the establishment of a yield estimation model.
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There were 31 candidate variables in this study. For a given candidate variable in
each province, we counted the cumulative number of times that it was selected as one
of the input variables for building models 1–4. The maximum cumulative number of
times was four for the ATT, EDD, and SPI variables, while the maximum cumulative
number of times was two for the GPPa and NDVIa variables. The results are shown in
Figure 11. From the figure, we can see that EDD7, AAT4-9, EDD8, AAT8, AAT9, and
SPI2-7 were the most important variables in Jilin Province. ATT4, ATT6, ATT7, SPI2-9,
and SPI2-7 were the most important variables in Liaoning Province. Among the 11 most
important variables in two provinces, the ATT variables accounted for 6, constituting for
the highest proportion (54.54%). SPI2-7 was used as the input variable in all models, which
indicates that drought in the middle period of maize growth (June and July) has a great
impact on maize yield in both Jilin and Liaoning Provinces. From June to July, maize
is in the transitional period between three leaves and silking, and its water demand is
high [72–74]. The critical period of water supply lasts from 10 days before tasseling to
20 days after tasseling. The ear differentiation and flowering stages are sensitive to water
deficiencies [75]. Drought conditions lasting for more than half a month will cause "neck
drought" in maize, which results in poor development of young ears, small ears, and few
grains. In addition, GPPa and NDVIa in August were important modeling variables for
both provinces. This is probably because the GPP and NDVI values usually peak in August.
A large number of studies have shown that the peak NDVI value is highly correlated
with crop yield, so it is often selected as an input variable for remote sensing statistical
yield estimation models [76,77]. NDVIa (GPPa) represents NDVI (GPP) anomaly; thus, the
NDVIa observed in August can well reflect the yield fluctuation [69,78,79].
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4.5. Comparision of Two Studied Provinces

The modeling accuracy of Jilin Province is higher than that of Liaoning Province.
The R2 of the four yield estimation models in Jilin Province ranged between 0.7680 and
0.8201, the CCC value ranged between 0.9093 and 0.9761, and the MARE value ranged
between 0.0925 and 0.0961. The R2 of the four yield estimation models in Liaoning Province
ranged between 0.7075 and 0.7466, the CCC value ranged between 0.8435 and 0.8918 and
the MARE values ranged between 0.1128 and 0.1326. This is likely because the stability
of the technical yield in Jilin Province is conducive to ensuring the modeling accuracy.
The contribution of the technical yield to the total yield is usually greater than that of the
climatic yield. A good prediction of the technical yield can ensure the accuracy of yield
estimations. In our study, the stability of the technical yield in Jilin Province is higher than
that in Liaoning Province (Figure 12). If we only use the technical yield as the input variable
to build the yield estimation model, the R2, CCC, and MARE are 0.5679, 0.7319, and 0.1257
in Jilin Province and 0.3570, 0.4990, and 0.1996 in Liaoning Province, respectively.
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The contribution of agrometeorological indexes and remote sensing parameters
to improving yield estimation accuracy in Liaoning Province is greater than that in
Jilin Province (Figure 10). In Jilin Province, after adding agrometeorological indexes
and remote sensing parameters, the accuracy of modeling is not significantly improved;
R2 increases between 0.0944 and 0.2522, CCC increases between 0.0964 and 0.2442, and
MARE decreases between 0.0103 and 0.0314. In Liaoning Province, after adding agrometeo-
rological indexes and remote sensing parameters, the accuracy of modeling is significantly
improved; R2 increases between 0.1948 and 0.3784, CCC increases between 0.1378 and
0.3794, and MARE decreases between 0.0279 and 0.0749. The above results show that for
areas with a low technical yield stability (i.e., large fluctuations in the climate yield), adding
agricultural climate factors has great benefits in improving the modeling.

5. Discussion

RF is a very efficient machine learning algorithm. Compared with traditional regres-
sion model, random forests modeling method has good stability and high accuracy and
does not need to check whether the interaction of the variables is significant. It has high
tolerance to the outliers and noises, and does not easily appear over fitting phenomenon.
Although machine learning modeling methods perform well in yield prediction [80–82],
the modeling process of them is a "black box", and the yield estimation model constructed
cannot be directly expressed by the functional relationship between input variables and
yield. However, compared with other machine learning modeling methods, RF has a
prominent advantage; that is, it can estimate the importance of variables. Therefore, it
can be used to identify variables that are more important for crop yield estimation and
analyze and explain the factors affecting crop yield according to the differences of variables.
However, the ability of RF simulation to explain crop physiology is still limited. The crop
growth model can simulate the physiological growth process of crops, and has a better
mechanism [7,83]. The combination of machine learning and the crop growth model could
be a new direction for crop yield estimation [84].

We proposed a new strategy for the yield estimation model development in which remote
sensing indexes, agrometeorological indexes, and technical yield are used together, and mod-
eling variables are selected by a two-stage importance evaluation method. The new strategy
was tested in two different provinces: Jilin and Liaoning. Although both provinces are the main
maize producing provinces, and located in Northeast China, there are some differences between
them. First, technical yield is the dominant component of yield. It is also the most important
modelling variable. The average coefficient of variation of maize technical yield during the
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study period was 8.94% in Jilin Province and 10.86% in Liaoning Province (Figure 12), indicating
the stability of the technical yield in Jilin Province is higher than that in Liaoning Province. This
makes the overall modelling accuracy in Jilin Province higher than that in Liaoning Province.
Second, rainfed cropland is the main cropland type in both Liaoning and Jilin Provinces.
The average proportion of irrigated farmland area to farmland area is 0.32 in Jilin Province
and 0.42 in Liaoning Province, respectively (Figure 13). The crop yield in rainfed cropland
is easily affected by meteorological conditions. The climate yield is defined as the differ-
ence between technical yield and yield and determined by short-term climate variations.
The range, standard deviation, and mean deviation of climate yield during our study period are
2893.13 kg/ha, 661.96 kg/ha, and 522.75.96 kg/ha in Jilin Province, and they are 641.34 kg/ha,
800.46 kg/ha, and 603.42 kg/ha in Liaoning province, respectively (Figure 14). The climate yield
fluctuation of Liaoning Province is larger than that of Jilin Province. Thus, the agrometeorologi-
cal indexes play a greater role in improving the yield estimation accuracy in Liaoning Province
than in Jilin Province. Third, the altitude and latitude of Jilin Province are higher than those of
Liaoning Province (Figure 1), and the growth period of maize is later than that of
Liaoning Province. Therefore, the months of the selected modelling variables are different, and
the months of the important temperature indicators affecting the yield in Jilin are delayed. For
example, the ATT8 and ATT9 were important variables in Jilin Province, while ATT6 and ATT7
were the most important variables in Liaoning Province. The validation results at the municipal
level in these two provinces show that the MARE of the established models is lower than
0.15 (including disaster years), which indicates that our method has good application prospects.
Our method can select the best modeling variable for each province. It is applicable to yield
estimation in both normal and disaster years.
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Our research has some limitations. First, the maize yield at municipal level was used
for modeling because the time series yield data at county level is missing. Technical yield
is one of the input variables of our modeling, and it has the greatest contribution to the
accuracy of modeling. In order to calculate the technical yield, the yield data of long
time series, usually longer than 30 years, is required. County level yield data can only be
obtained for recent years, and there is an insufficiently long enough time series. However,
our modeling strategy is also applicable to regions with long time series county scale data.
Second, among the remote sensing parameters, we only tested NDVI and GPP. On the
one hand, it is limited by article space. On the other hand, the vegetation indexes are
highly correlated, and there is a certain degree of information redundancy among them.
NDVI is the most widely used remote sensing parameter for yield estimation. Many other
remote sensing parameters have been developed on the basis of NDVI. GPP is highly
correlated with aboveground biomass and has a strong biophysics mechanism. Therefore,
we chose NDVI and GPP to test. Our test results show that there is little difference
between NDVI and GPP in the modeling accuracy. Finally, we recommend the use of
NDVI in the establishment of a yield estimation model because it is easy to calculate. Third,
technical yield is one of the input variables of modeling. The accuracy of the technical
yield calculation has a certain influence on the accuracy of the subsequent yield estimation
model. In order to reduce the uncertainty of the technical yield calculation results, we used
three of the most popular methods to separate the technical yield from the historical actual
yield. Corresponding to the three methods, we obtained three technical yield time series.
Then, we chose the best result by calculating the correlation between the climate yield,
which is the historical actual yield minus the technical yield, and the area of cultivated
land suffered by disaster. Adverse climate conditions will lead to yield reduction, while
favorable climate conditions will increase yield. There should be a good correlation between
climate yield and the area of cultivated land suffered by disaster. Therefore, the climate
yield with the highest correlation and the corresponding technical yield were regarded
as the best calculation results. Although we chose the best technical yield calculation
results by comparing the moving average method, HP filtering method, and exponential
smoothing method, there are many other methods that can be used to calculate technical
yield, and these methods can be tested in the future. Fourth, the agrometeorological
indexes and remote sensing vegetation parameters used for model building in this study
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are monthly scale data and calculated in a fixed time period (April to September). However,
maize phenology varies among different regions and require different climate conditions
at different growth phases. Dividing the growth season of maize into multiple phases
and calculating agrometeorological indexes and remote sensing vegetation parameters for
each phase can better capture the impact of climate conditions of different growth phases
on maize yield. Fifth, a large quantity of remote sensing data, meteorological data, and
statistical data with a long time series were used in this study. Collecting and preprocessing
these data consume a great amount of computer storage and computation time. At present,
some earth science data and analysis cloud computing platforms such as GEE provide
a large number of high resolution remote sensing data, meteorological data, advanced
computing functions, and flexible user interfaces. If the experimental process of this study
were transferred to the cloud computing platform, the time cost and computer storage cost
would be greatly reduced. Meanwhile, the applicability of this research method in other
study areas could be tested with highly efficiency because the model constructed in this
study has explorability, simplicity, and convenience. Therefore, the wide use of the cloud
computing platforms for data calculation and processing is a new trend which will assist
greatly in yield estimation with big data processing.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we combined technical yields, agrometeorological indexes, and remote
sensing vegetation parameters together to build maize yield estimation models for Liaoning
and Jilin Provinces. We validated the accuracy of yield estimations models built in this
study, compared the differences of the two variable selection methods and discussed the
importance of different variables on yield estimation. The main conclusions are as follows:

First, the validation results show that the models built in this study have good appli-
cation potential and are suitable for both normal and disaster years. R2, CCC, and MARE
of yield estimation model built in Jilin Province were 0.8201, 0.9761, and 0.0942, and they
were 0.7353, 0.8783 and 0.1128 in Liaoning Province, respectively. The average error of
yield estimation for the three disaster years was 0.12 in Jilin Province and 0.13 in Liaoning
Province.

Second, the accuracy of the two-stage importance evaluation method was better than,
or equivalent to, that of the other method, but it used the fewest variables. It is better to
group the variables according to their physical meaning, and to select important variables
from each group, than to input all variables at one time and select important variables to
build the model.

Third, the contribution of the agrometeorological indexes to the improvement of the
overall modeling accuracy in the two provinces was greater than that of the remote sensing
parameters. The ATT variables were more important than the EDD variables. SPI2 in July
has a great impact on maize yield in both Jilin and Liaoning Provinces. GPPa (NDVIa) in
August is more important than the GPPa (NDVIa) variables in the other months.

Our study can not only be used as yield estimation tool for the related users, but
also guide the relevant researchers to establish similar yield estimation models in other
regions. In future, we can build such models using the cloud computing platform, which
will greatly reduce the time cost and computer storage cost.
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